Lei Cheng Uk
Han Tomb Museum

Name: ______________________________ Class: ______________________________

School: ______________________________

"Oh! What is this?"

"This is the 2000-year-old Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb."

"What is a Han Tomb?"

"Let me show you!"
1. "This tomb is built with bricks and it looks like a cross. Can you name the different parts of it?"

1. Left Side Chamber
2. Entrance Hall
3. Rear Chamber
4. Domed Roof
5. Front Chamber
6. Right Side Chamber
7. Niche
8. Barrel Vault

2. "How big is the tomb brick?"

Width:
Height:
Length:
3. “There are different patterns on the bricks. Which one do you like?”

Example:

4. “Circle the different patterns on the bricks.”

“Look! I have found ___ patterns!”
“Archaeologists found 58 burial objects in the Han Tomb. Can you match them with modern daily wares?”

- Pottery *zhi* cup
- Mirror
- Pottery *kui* bowl
- Jar
- Pottery *dou* stem cup
- Cup
- Pottery pot
- Bowl
- Bronze mirror
- Dish

"Now I know what a Han Tomb is! Thank you!"